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Abstract
When airborne acoustic waves penetrate porous media their carrier becomes the air in pores, but also the
solid skeleton – provided that it is sufficiently soft. Then, there is a coupled propagation of fluid-borne and
solid-borne waves in a poroelastic medium. The coupling of fluid and solid phases of such media can be
responsible for significantly better or weaker sound absorption in medium and lower frequency ranges. It has
been observed that adding some well-localised small mass inclusions inside a poroelastic layer may improve
its acoustic absorption in some medium frequency range, however, at the same time the absorption is usually
decreased at some slightly higher frequencies. This situation can be improved by applying additionally
an active approach using small piezoelectric inclusions which actively influence the vibrations of the solid
skeleton with added masses, so that the interaction between the solid-borne and fluid-borne waves is always
directed for a better mutual energy dissipation of the both types of waves.

1 Introduction

This work investigates the potential of an active enhancement of sound absorption in poroelastic foams by
influencing the dissipative interaction between the solid and fluid phases by means of piezoelectric inclusions
and locally added masses. Depending on its mounting, a piezoelectric inclusion can also play the role of a
locally resonating mass (i.e., when it is not fixed to the backing wall). Thus, the work essentially combines
the concepts of passive foams with inclusions and active acoustic foams.

A passive enhancement of acoustic treatments at some frequency ranges thanks to inserted inclusions was
reported in many works. Experimental investigations by Kinder, Fuller and Gardner [1] showed a significant
improvement of the insertion loss of standard acoustic blankets at lower frequencies by the addition of
randomly placed masses. Yamamoto et al. [2] applied the techniques of topology optimization for passive
layers consisting of one or two poroelastic media, elastic inclusions, and air cavities, in order to minimise
the sound pressure levels in a coupled structural-acoustic system. The influence of small but heavy elastic
inclusions on sound absorption of poroelastic foams was studied in [3] showing that the inclusion mass
and scattering effects are important, while the elastic behaviour can be neglected for small compact (bulk)
metal inclusions. The acoustic absorption of porous absorbers with different elastic inclusions was also the
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subject of research in [4, 5, 6] where the fluid-equivalent models were used for porous media, assuming that
their frames are rigid. Recently, the multiple scattering formalism has been applied in [7] to model sound
absorbing poroelastic materials with embedded elastic inclusions.

The concept of smart acoustic foams was proposed by Gentry, Guigou, and Fuller [8, 9, 10] in experi-
mental works on the application of control algorithms to polyurethane foams with pieces of piezoelectric
PVDF film embedded inside. A piezoelectric composite smart foam for underwater noise reduction was
also studied experimentally by Tang and Wang [11]. The feasibility of an active or adaptive enhancement
of sound absorption and other desirable properties by applying a magnetic field was demonstrated on vari-
ous samples of magnetorheological foams, i.e., highly porous materials coated with the magnetorheological
fluid [12, 13, 14]. An experimental research was also conducted by Lee et al. [15] to investigate panels
made up of a layer of sound-absorbing porous material and an aluminium faceplate with a piezoelectric
patch, or two faceplates and an air gap in case of the so-called double panel. An advanced approach to
model the problem of hybrid active-passive acoustic panels with poroelastic core was applied in a series of
works [16, 17, 18, 19, 20], which present mainly a rigorous fully-coupled finite element modelling involving
the Biot’s poroelasticity [21] and the piezoelectric equations [22], but also some analytical developments
and experimental tests. Active absorbers using a control system to cancel the acoustic pressure at the rear
face of a porous layer, so as to obtain a purely real impedance at the front face (the value of which depends
only on the resistivity and thickness of the porous material) was studied in [23, 24, 25]. Hybrid acoustic
treatment was also investigated in [26] through experimental tests in a specific laboratory flow duct, as well
as in modelling using the fluid-equivalent (rigid-frame) model for a porous material.

Smart foams with a PVDF film as a piezoelectric actuator embedded inside were extensively investigated by
Leroy et al. [27, 28, 29], who performed finite element analyses (using, i.a., poroelastic finite elements) and
some experimental validation tests to demonstrate the validity in the passive state. The acoustic absorption
of poroelastic composites with active piezoelectric inclusions was examined in [30, 31, 32] using the fully-
coupled modelling of poroelastic, elastic, piezoelectric, and acoustic media [33, 34].

The present work effectively combines the approaches proposed in [30, 31, 32] and [3, 35]. In Section 2 the
problem configurations are described with all necessary geometric and material data. The applied poroelastic
modelling and the passive state behaviour are discussed for one of the configurations in Section 3, while the
active approach is analysed in Section 4 for both configurations and compared with the results of passive
analyses (as well the sound absorption of the porolestic layer without inclusions).

2 The problem description and two configurations

Figure 1 shows a two-dimensional configuration of a 30 mm thick poroelastic layer (with inclusions) backed
by a rigid wall. The adjacent semi-infinite layer of air is also depicted since a part of it will be considered
in the model. The inclusions are embedded periodically every 16 mm along the poroelastic layer. There are
two types of inclusions: (1) pieces of 0.25 mm thick PZT ceramics, (2) steel rods with diameter 0.8 mm.

Two configurations will be considered with respect to the attachment and cross-sectional length of the PZT
ceramic actuators, namely: (A) the actuators are freely embedded inside the poroelastic layer at 5 mm dis-
tance from the wall 5 mm distance from and the steel rods on the other side; their cross-sectional length is
10 mm; (B) the actuators are fixed to the wall backing the poroelastic layer and their cross-sectional length
is 15 mm. In both cases, the steel inclusions are set 10 mm from the layer’s surface and 5 mm in front of
the PZT actuators. Figure 1 depicts configuration A, although the alternative dimensions for the variant B
are also shown (in the parenthesis). Both configurations are visualised in Figure 2, where the finite element
meshes of modelled domains are presented. The modelled domains are drawn in Figure 1 as the adjacent
rectangles P1P2P4P3 (the poroelastic domain) and P3P4P6P5 (the adjacent air domain). The symmetry along
the lines P1P3P5 and P2P4P6 is accounted for, and the poroelastic domain contains only the upper halves
of the PZT and steel inclusions. At the boundary P5P6 the normal-incidence plane wave pressure boundary
condition is applied.
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Figure 1: Poroelastic layer with inclusions and an adjacent air layer
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Figure 2: Finite element meshes for both configurations

The poroelastic material is a macroscopically-isotropic PU foam with properties listed in Table 1. The
additional properties of pore-fluid (the mass density, the viscosity, the Prandtl number, the ratio of specific
heats, and the ambient mean pressure) were taken as for air in standard conditions. The PZT ceramics are
transversally-isotropic. For the material orientation as in Figure 1, where it is assumed that the material
x1-axis is horizontal and the x2-axis is vertical, the relevant material constants for PZT are listed in Table 2.
The problem is stated as two-dimensional using the plane-strain assumption, so only indispensable material
constants are provided using the Voigt notation (where the fourth order elasticity tensor is represented by a
symmetric matrix 6×6, and the third order piezoelectric tensor is represented by a matrix 3×6). Finally, the
following properties of steel were used in calculations: the mass density %steel = 7850 kg/m3, the Young
modulus Esteel = 210 GPa, and the Poisson ratio νsteel = 0.3.
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Parameter Symbol Unit Value
porosity φ % 97

tortuosity α∞ – 2.52
flow resistivity σ kPa·s/m2 87
viscous length Λ mm 0.037
viscous length Λ′ mm 0.119

bulk density %b kg/m3 31
bulk Poisson ratio νb – 0.3

shear modulus µs kPa 55 · (1 + 0.055i)

Table 1: Poroelastic parameters of PU foam

mass density: %PZT = 7500 kg/m3

relevant elastic moduli (in the Voigt notation):
C11 = 127 GPa, C22 = 117 GPa, C12 = 84.7 GPa, C66 = 23 GPa

relevant piezoelectric coupling coefficients (in the Voigt notation):
d21 = −274 · 10−12 m/V, d22 = 593 · 10−12 m/V, d26 = 0 m/V

Table 2: Properties of PZT ceramics

3 Analyses in the passive state

The Biot-Allard or, more precisely, Biot-JCA model (JCA = Johnson-Champoux-Allard) [21, 36, 37, 38]
was used for the poroelastic domian. The mixed displacement-pressure formulation [39, 40, 41] of the time-
harmonic version of the Biot’s equations of poroelasticity [21] was applied where the primary dependent
variables are the complex amplitudes of the solid-phase displacements us and the pore-fluid pressure p. The
fluid-phase displacements uf and the total displacements ut = φuf + (1 − φ)us are the secondary fields
determined from the primary variables [39, 40].

In the model the symmetry conditions are applied on the boundaries P1P3P5 and P2P4P6. (The piezoelectric
effect will be approximated with initial strains so there is no electric field in the model which otherwise
would involve antisymmetry.) The sound hard boundary condition is set at the rigid wall boundary P1P2 and
the harmonic pressure condition of (amplitude) 1.0 Pa is applied at the boundary P5P6. The coupling on the
interfaces between the poroelastic material and elastic inclusions is naturally handled [40, 41] in the com-
bined weak form of the relevant problems, so that only the continuity between the solid-phase displacements
and elastic displacements must be satisfied, which allows to use the same variable us also for the fields of
displacements in elastic materials. Similarly, the continuity between the pore-fluid pressure and the pressure
field in the adjacent air layer allows to use the same pressure variable p, although also an additional coupling
integral must appear on the interface P3P4 between both media.

Several numerical analyses were carried out for both configurations using the Finite Element Method (FEM)
and the finite element meshes shown in Figure 2. At the first stage the analyses were for the passive state of
the poroelastic composite, that is, when there is no voltage (nor electric field) applied and the PZT actuators
are passive. Time-harmonic problems governed by the Biot’s equations of poroelasticty (in the poroelastic
domain P1P2P4P3) coupled at the interface P3P4 to the Helmholtz equation (in the air domain P3P4P6P5) are
solved yielding as results the complex-amplitude fields of the pore-fluid or acoustic pressure and the total
or particle velocity, respectively, in the appropriate domains. This permits to compute the surface acoustic
impedance at various points, in particular, at the surface of the poroelastic layer and at some distance from it
in the air domain.

From the acoustic impedance, the reflection and acoustic absorption coefficients can be determined [36], and
since the propagation in the open air is assumed lossless, the poroelastic layer/composite is solely responsible
for the sound absorption computed from the double-layer configuration of the poroelastic domain P1P2P4P3
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Figure 3: Sound absorption of the poroelastic layer (with passive inclusions in configuration A) computed at
various points (see Figure 1) on the surface of in the lossless adjacent layer of air

and the adjacent domain of air P3P4P6P5. Therefore, one may speak here about the double-layer configura-
tion only from the purely computational point of view. From the physical point of view, this is a single-layer
absorber (with inclusions, so a non-homogeneous one). On the other hand, the obvious single-layer compu-
tational configuration, defined as the sole poroelastic domain P1P2P4P3 with the pressure excitation applied
directly on the boundary P3P4, could be used only for some trivial or specific cases (see below), and not for
the analyses of active approach. As a matter of fact, in case of the poroelastic layer without inclusions, the
acoustic impedance (and therefore the acoustic absorption coefficient) is exactly the same no matter whether
the calculations (which can be done analytically, see for example [42]) were carried out for the single- or
double-layer computational configurations (although the pressure or velocity computed in various points are
obviously completely different). The double-layer computational configuration is useful for the poroelastic
composite, because the presence of inclusions locally violates the plane-wave regime and in some frequency
ranges the vibrations and pressure may vary along the layer surface, whereas in the air at some distance from
the layer the waves are plane. This is well illustrated in Figure 3, where the sound absorption results are
compared for the layer without and with inclusions (for the configuration A): the absorption above 2200 Hz
computed at points P3 and P4 on the poroelastic layer are fairly different from each other, although their mean
value tends to be similar to the results computed in the air domain at points P5 and P6, which are practically
identical. Below 2200 Hz the absorption results are almost the same for all calculation points on the interface
P3P4 or on the boundary P5P6. It was found that, in practice, for the passive analyses in the frequency range
of interest: (1) the single-layer approach could be used provided that the acoustic impedance is computed as
an average from the integral taken on the boundary P3P4, or (2) in case of the double-layer computational
configuration (which is obviously a little bit more computationally demanding) at least the thickness of air
layer could be much smaller than the assumed half of the poroelastic layer.

The absorption curve for the layer with passive inclusions (configuration A) has three major peaks (see
Figure 3): the one exceeding 0.7 at about 570 Hz, the value of about 0.87 at 950 Hz, and the maximal value
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of nearly 1.0 at 1470 Hz. Two of them are manifestations of the presence of resonating inclusions fixed to
the elastic skeleton and working as additional localised masses and wave scatterers inside the poroelastic
domain. The first peak and the third one are responsible for the passively enhanced absorption (with respect
to the case without inclusions) in the lower and higher frequency ranges, whereas the middle peak repeats
to some extent the extreme performance found for the layer without inclusions in the medium frequency
range. As a matter of fact, the absorption curve for the poroelastic layer without inclusions has a single
major absorption peak of 0.97 at about 900 Hz. There is also a distinct absorption drop, observed at about
620 Hz for the layer without inclusions, which results from the first resonance of the elastic skeleton: it
is the so-called quarter-wavelength resonance of the poroelastic layer set on the rigid wall [43]. In case
of the layer with inclusions as in the configuration A, it is shifted to lower frequencies (namely, to 430 Hz),
because of the added mass of inclusions – the mass effect is, therefore, more important than the locally added
stiffness, which would shift the resonance to a higher frequency (see the discussion for the configuration B
in Section 4). Finally, it seems that the effect of inclusions can be neglected above 2100 Hz: the difference in
sound absorption is very small and tends to diminish completely when increasing the frequency. In the next
Section, the active approach will be investigated for both configurations, A and B, in the frequency range up
to 2 kHz.

4 Numerical analyses of the active approach

The active approach will be investigated in this Section, which means that a control signal is supplied to the
electrodes of the PZT actuators and the piezoelectric effect plays an important role. However, since the PU
foam is incomparably much softer than the stiff PZT ceramics a simplified approach can be applied to model
the piezoelectric behaviour of the actuators. One may assume that the deformations of poroelastic foam
caused by the acoustic waves induce no significant deformations inside the piezoelectric ceramics; only the
other way around is possible. Thus, the direct piezoelectric effect can be neglected and instead of using the
fully-coupled piezoelectric model only the inverse piezoelectric effect must be considered. This can be done
is a simple way through the initial strains. It means that the PZT actuators can be treated as made up of a
purely elastic material with some (time-harmonic) fields of initial strains, which happen to be caused by a
dynamic external electric field. In that way the stress-strain relations of the material are affected as follows:

T1 = C11

(
S1−S0

1

)
+C12

(
S2−S0

2

)
, T2 = C22

(
S2−S0

2

)
+C12

(
S1−S0

1

)
, T6 = C66

(
S6−S0

6

)
. (1)

Here, only the non-zero terms of the relations in the modelling plane are given, and the Voigt notation is used
in which: T1 ≡ σ11, T2 ≡ σ22, and T6 ≡ σ12 are the relevant components of the stress tensor, S1 ≡ ε11,
S2 ≡ ε22, and S6 ≡ ε12 are the relevant components of the elastic strain tensor, and similarly, S0

1 ≡ ε011,
S0
2 ≡ ε022, and S0

6 ≡ ε012 are the relevant components of the tensor of initial strains. (See also Table 2 for the
elastic material constants C11, C12, C22, and C66.) The initial strains are induced by an external electric field
caused by a voltage signal sent to the electrodes of the PZT actuator, which are on the opposite lateral faces
normal to the x2-axis. Since the direct piezoelectric effect can be neglected, the electric field is spatially-
constant in the whole domain of the PZT actuator, and moreover, E1 = E3 ≡ 0 V/m. Thus, only the E2

component can be non-zero, and it generates the (dynamic) initial strains through the piezoelectric coupling
coefficients (see Table 2), namely:

S0
1 = d21E2 , S0

2 = d22E2 , S0
6 = d26E2 . (2)

(Notice that S0
6 = 0, because d26 = 0 m/V, see Table 2.) The electric field depends (through the Maxwell’s

law) on the gradient of the electric potential, and in the simple case of the PZT actuator this relation can be
written as follows:

E2 = − U

tPZT
, (3)

where tPZT = 0.25 mm is the thickness of PZT elements, while U is the electric voltage difference between
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the two electrodes. The latter is here, in fact, the complex amplitude of the electric signal, namely:

U = Uamp
(

cos(Uphase) + i sin(Uphase)
)
, (4)

where Uamp and Uphase are the real amplitude and phase shift of the electric voltage U , respectively. The
phase shift Uphase is defined with respect to the acoustic pressure signal set on the boundary P5P6 (which has
no phase shift and therefore is real with the amplitude of 1.0 Pa).

The harmonic acoustic pressure of amplitude 1.0 Pa means the root-mean-square pressure of 1.0 Pa/
√

2 =
0.707 Pa and sound pressure level of about 91 dB. It was found that such harmonic plane wave excitation,
when applied to the layer of the poroelastic PU foam without inclusions, causes deformations of the solid
skeleton phase of the order of 10−5. The maximal amplitude of the normal solid phase strain εs

11 at about
5 to 10 mm from the rigid wall exceeds 2 · 10−5 (at about 770 Hz). At this position (i.e., rather deep inside
the layer) the piezoelectric inclusions would be embedded. For the amplitude Uamp = 20 V of the electric
signal applied to the piezoelectric actuator, the amplitude of the initial strain S0

1 ≡ ε011 is almost 2.2 · 10−5,
and for Uamp = 50 V it’s nearly 5.5 · 10−5. The deformations of this order should satisfy the linear regime
of vibrations of PU foam.

The introduced dynamic deformations of piezoelectric inclusions are supposed to move the elastic skeleton
of PU foam so that the viscous interaction of the solid frame and the pore-fluid is directed in the way
which increases the wave-attenuating effects. It has been shown (see Figures 3 and 4) that in the passive
state the inclusions embedded inside the poroelastic layer may significantly change the sound absorption in
some frequency ranges: the absorption is increased in the lower (470–750 Hz) and higher (above 1400 Hz)
frequency ranges, however, it is moderately decreased at medium frequencies between 750 and 1400 Hz,
although the peak at about 950 Hz is to some extent the major absorption peak observed for the layer without
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Figure 4: Sound absorption of the poroelastic layer (without or) with passive inclusions (configuration A)
and for the active approach with the control signal of the fixed amplitude Uamp = 50 V and the optimised
phase Uphase
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inclusions at 900 Hz. The mechanism of passive influence is as follows: the steel inclusion and the non-fixed
(in the configuration A) ceramic inclusion form two local masses which affect the vibrations of skeleton,
but also they locally stiffen the foam, and moreover, they play a role of non-homogeneous scatterers. The
active approach should affect the vibrational motion of both masses in order to: (1) increase or adjust the
frequency-dependent amplitudes of the relative displacements of inclusions with respect to the displacements
of elastic skeleton, and (2) appropriately change the relative phase shift between the vibrations of the solid
frame (understood as the PU skeleton with the attached inclusions) and the pore-fluid. The superior goal
is, of course, enhancement of the visco-thermal dissipation of the energy of acoustic waves penetrating the
poroelastic composite. In the analyses presented below the amplitudes of the applied control signal are the
same at each frequency – for the configuration A: Uamp = 50 V. Therefore, it is the relative phase shift Uphase,
which is optimised for each (computational) frequency during the analyses of active approach.

Figure 4 compares the results of the active and passive approaches for the configuration A in the frequency
range up to 2 kHz: the acoustic absorption for the control signal with the optimised phase is at each frequency
higher than the absorption in the passive state, however, in some frequency ranges (i.e., 760–900 Hz and
1120–1400 Hz) it is slightly lower than the absorption of the poroelastic layer without inclusions. It is
important to notice that a steady and significant enhancement in absorption is observed especially at low
frequencies under 520 Hz, with the peak of 0.9 at this frequency. At about 750 Hz the enhancement is very
weak, but this effect is isolated there to an extremely narrow band around this frequency. It fully exhibits
itself above 1400 Hz where the active enhancement is very small or negligible, but the passive absorption is
still clearly better than for the layer without inclusions.
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The active absorption curve shown in Figure 4 was obtained for the optimal phase shift Uphase. The choice
of a correct phase shift for each frequency is indispensable, since for active signals with wrong phases the
absorption will be weakened instead of being enhanced. However, the choice of the signal phase may not
be so precise, which is illustrated (for the configuration A) by Figure 5 showing the active sound absorption
computed for the full sweeps of phase-shift carried out at each computational frequency from the considered
range (i.e., every 10 Hz from 50 to 2000 Hz). Here, the active result is compared with the absorption of the
passive state which is phase-independent (since no control signal is applied) to observe that at each frequency
the phase-shift tolerance exceeds a hundred of degrees if we require simply that the active absorption must
only be higher (that is, not worse) than the passive one. In Figure 5 the optimal phase-shift which ensures
the best absorption enhancement is also shown as the red path on the active absorption surface.

Similar analyses of the sound absorption in the passive state and with the optimised active enhancement
were carried out for the configuration B. In this configuration, the PZT actuators are fixed to the rigid wall
backing the poroelastic layer. Therefore, the inertial effect of the ceramic inclusions is negligible, however,
they significantly stiffen the interior of the poroelastic layer and scatter the waves. On the other hand, the
advantage of this configuration is that the effect of active influence is much stronger, because the vibrating
(and 50% longer) piezoelectric actuators are supported by the wall. Consequently, the control signal of a
smaller voltage amplitude is required, e.g., Uamp = 20 V, in order to effectively drive the vibrations of the
steel inclusions and the elastic skeleton.

The passive and active absorption results for the configuration B are confronted in Figure 6, where the
passive-state result for the configuration A is also recalled for comparison, so it is easy to notice that the
passive absorption for both configurations is practically identical for frequencies above 1 kHz. Under this
frequency the passive absorption for the configuration B tends to be similar to the sound absorption of the
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layer without inclusions, although the maximal performance (at about 850–900 Hz) is slightly smaller when
the inclusions are present, and in the lowest frequency range under 680 Hz the absorption is increased by the
presence of inclusions. There is also a shift of the quarter-wavelength resonance from 620 Hz (no inclusions)
to the higher frequency of 700 Hz (with inclusions in the configuration B), because the ceramic elements
makes the poroelastic layer more stiff and their mass can be neglected since they are fixed to the rigid wall.

The active (phase-optimised) enhancement of the acoustic absorption in the configuration B is generally very
good. The absorption is steadily increased at lower frequencies till 700 Hz where it is 1.0. Then, there are
some fluctuations with peaks reaching again 1.0 around 950 Hz and 1400 Hz, however, one should notice that
the active absorption anywhere above 500 Hz always exceeds the value of 0.8, and it becomes constantly 1.0
above 1600 Hz. Nevertheless, although the phase-shift is optimised, there are also two narrow band ranges,
namely, 800–850 Hz and 1430–1530 Hz, where the active absorption is slightly lower than the passive one
(which is generally very good there, with local peaks, and reaches the maximum 1.0 in the second of the two
ranges). Obviously, it means that at these frequencies the active approach should be simply switched off.
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Figure 7: Optimal phase shift of the control signals for both configurations of PZT actuators

Figure 7 compares the optimal phase-shifts (at each computational frequency, i.e., every 10 Hz in the range
50–2000 Hz) for both analysed configurations. They are significantly different for most of the considered
frequencies. They tend to be similar only at very low frequencies under 400 Hz, and also above 1450 Hz.

5 Final remarks

The analyses presented in this work show a great potential of the active-passive enhancement in sound
absorption of poroelastic layers with various active and passive inclusions. The inclusions play the role of
local masses (if they are not fixed to the backing wall) and wave scatterers; they also locally stiffen the
poroelastic layer. Therefore, their presence has a substantial effect for the coupled wave propagation in the
solid and fluid phases of a poroelastic material, which leads to a significant change in the acoustic wave
dissipation in a wide frequency range. This mechanism can be to some extent controlled using the active
inclusions which may locally drive the vibrations of the visco-elastic skeleton and other inclusions, but
also induce local acoustic waves. More numerical analyses should allow for more theoretical developments
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to better understand all these effects. In particular, investigations to optimise the locations and sizes of
inclusions should be carried out. Regarding the further analysis of the obtainable numerical results it seems
useful to find, for example, the relation between the essential enhancement in absorption and the correlated
motion of the steel inclusion and/or the relative motions between the piezoelectric and steel inclusions which
leads to such an enhancement. Such relations should be very helpful when developing a reliable control
strategy. Even further research would be to design a feasible control filter able to reproduce a frequency
response function close to the optimal one.
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